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JBL presents a striking special edition of the
Tune 225TWS
Turn up the heat this autumn with the transparent ‘Ghost’ earbuds

Location, October 27, 2020 – Turn heads this autumn with the world’s first ever
Transparent TWS earbuds from JBL. The special ‘Ghost’ edition Transparent True Wireless
earbuds show it’s what is under the surface that counts. Show off with eye-catching JBL orange
or cool black transparent colours for the earbuds and charging case. The special edition JBL
Tune 225TWS Ghost makes a bold design statement and celebrates the hidden components that
bring the iconic JBL signature sound.
JBL Tune 225TWS Ghost. Clearly the hottest earbuds around.

The edgy new edition features all the best bits of the JBL Tune 225TWS, like epic JBL Pure Bass
Sound, comfortable design and compact charging case. With up to 25 hours of battery life,
you’ll enjoy your favourite playlists even through the longest days. The left and right earbuds
can be used independently for calls or music. Just flip open the case to automatically connect to
your phone!
Snap yours up now – the special edition JBL Tune 225TWS Ghost will be available on JBL.com
from November 2020 for €99.99 in black and orange.
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ABOUT JBL

JBL creates the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like Woodstock and
concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL elevates
listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every moment. With unmatched
professional credentials and over 70 years of delivering industry leading innovation, JBL is the authority in
engineering superior sound.
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